In this article we describe and evaluate optimized compact data structures for watching literals. Experiments with our SAT solver PicoSAT show that this low-level optimization not only saves memory, but also turns out to speed up the SAT solver considerably. We also discuss how to store proof traces compactly in memory and further unique features of PicoSAT including an aggressive restart schedule.
Introduction
Recent improvements in SAT solvers are fueled by industrial applications and the SAT Competition. They have their origin in new algorithms and heuristics but also in low-level optimization techniques. In the first part of this paper we present a careful evaluation of one low-level optimization that was implemented in the original mChaff SAT solver [28] but was abandoned in more recent solvers, starting with zChaff and including even the latest versions of MiniSAT [11] . To the best of our knowledge, this optimization has not been described nor evaluated in the literature. 1 . A careful experimental analysis conducted with our SAT solver PicoSAT [4] shows that this optimized representation of occurrence lists gives considerable performance gains. It could have made the difference between winning SAT Race'06 [35] and taking 4th place, if these new version of PicoSAT would have taken part in the race. In the second part of the article we discuss additional features of PicoSAT, including decision heuristics, restart schedule, the generation of proof traces, and how proof traces can be stored compactly in memory.
Occurrence Lists
The first optimization we discuss, implemented in mChaff and independently in PicoSAT, is based on a real list representation of occurrence lists resp. watch lists. The list implementation is intrusive since new link fields are embedded into the linked clauses. In past state-of-the-art solvers, starting with zChaff, watch lists, despite their name, have actually been implemented with arrays, more precisely stacks on which references to clauses STL, the stack is implemented as an array, with a start, top and end pointer. The latter is used for efficient resizing of the array if top reaches end.
During BCP, if a literal is assigned, the occurrence list of its negation and the watches referenced in this list have to be updated. We count the process of updating the occurrence list of one literal as one propagation. If for instance 2 is assigned to true, and still 7 and 5 are unassigned, then 7 becomes watched in the upper clause and −5 in the lower clause. Then the first two watches in the stack have to be removed. The watches are removed while traversing the stack. Thus the removal does not incur any time penalty unless the average ratio of conflicts per propagation is high. 4. Note, that if a conflict occurs while traversing the stack the rest of the stack still has to be copied if during the traversal of this stack a watch has been removed earlier.
The number of propagations during the run of a SAT solver can be smaller than the number of assignments, if, as most SAT solvers do, variables are assigned eagerly [6] . The number of clauses visited during this process, or just short the number of visits, is also a good indication of the amount of work performed by the SAT solver. The average number of visits per propagation is usually small, 4.16 with 2.93 as median in our experiments.
An important statistic accounts for the amount of time spent in searching for a new watch while visiting a clause during BCP. The number of literals which the inner most loop of the BCP procedure has to read from the clause during a visit is called the number of traversals. Surprisingly, this number is even smaller, 1.67 on average with 1.56 as median. This is in contrast to the large average length of learned clauses which is 31.75 literals on average with 27.80 literals as median. Note that these numbers are calculated after clause minimization [1] , as implemented in MiniSAT [11] . Clause minimization is able to remove 32% literals on average, which means that average clause length increases by almost 50% if clause minimization is disabled.
The cache behavior of modern microprocessors has a non negligible impact on the performance of SAT solvers [39] . In an earlier version of PicoSAT, low-level profiling revealed, that most of the time is spent in one assembler instruction, which corresponds to reading the head of a clause for the first time while it is visited during BCP. This is explained by the random access to clauses during SAT solving and the large amount of learned clauses. Thus the access to clauses can not be localized and the CPU spends a considerable amount of time waiting for clause data to arrive from caches and main memory.
Separate Watcher Data Structures
While visiting a clause in the original zChaff scheme the position in the clause of the other watched literal can be far away from the position of the propagated literal. However, it seems to be a good heuristic to check, whether the other watched literal already satisfies the clause. In this case the traversal can stop and the watch does not have to be updated.
In order to implement this optimization the clause or at least each element on the occurrence lists, e.g. a "watcher", needs to either know both watched literals or their position within the clause as shown in Fig. 2 . This is how occurrence lists in our earlier SAT solvers Limmat and FunEx [6] were implemented. More recently a similar technique has been used to separate watch lists of different threads in the multi-threaded SAT solver MiraXT [24] .
The drawback of separate watcher data structures is the additional pointer dereference needed to actually access the literals of the clause, even if the watcher is embedded in the clause. If the two watched literals are far away, another potentially non local memory access is needed to apply the optimization of the first paragraph. Even though the watchers are small and probably their access can be localized, the additional pointer dereference, precisely at the bottle neck of modern SAT solvers, seems to be too much of an overhead. 5.
Keeping Watched Literals as First and Second Literal
The costs of separate watchers can be avoided by following the suggestion made in [15] , which is inspired by the implementation of the original mChaff [28] , and implemented in CompSAT [6] and MiniSAT [11] . The idea is to move and keep the two watched literals at the beginning of the clause, by exchanging literals instead of moving watches. In contrast to the implementation of occurrence lists in zChaff, keeping the watched literals at the beginning of the clause, allows to put pointers to clauses instead of pointers to literal occurrences within clauses into the watch lists as shown in Fig. 3 .
This arrangement avoids additional bits 6. in the literal fields for marking watched literals and also makes it very efficient to find the "other" watched literal in a clause if a clause is visited during BCP of an assigned literal. The "other" literal can be tested in constant time whether it already satisfies the clause, which actually happens fairly frequently in practice, and avoids updating the watches. In our experiments the "other" literal was true in on average 61% of the visited clauses during BCP.
Furthermore, in most SAT solvers the clause memory contains nothing more than the literals or at least the literals are embedded directly into the clause structure, right after a short clause header. Fetching the clause header from memory will also fetch some of its literals, which can then be cheaply accessed by the CPU.
Real Occurrence Lists in mChaff and PicoSAT
This leads us to the main observation of the first part of the paper. Keeping the two watched literals at the beginning of the clause as described in [15] allows to cheaply add two link 5. It is an open question whether this cost can be avoided for a multi-threaded SAT solver. 6. Put into the literal word by bit stuffing techniques -the dots in Fig. 1 . Otherwise the search for a new unwatched literal in updating a watch would not know the other watched literal.
A. Biere fields to the clause, one for each watched literal. 7. These link fields contain pointers to the next watched clause of the two watched literals in the clause and thus connect the clause to two singly linked lists, one for each watched literal. The anchor of such an occurrence list for a literal is just a pointer to the first clause in which this literal is watched. Figure 4 is an example.
The other clauses can be reached recursively following the link fields. This arrangement saves heap memory for the stacks in the old scheme. It also avoids an additional pointer lookup while visiting a clause during BCP. The link fields are put in front of the literals in the header of the clause. The header of a clause contains beside the two link fields various other flags and includes the size of the clause.
At first sight it seems to be unclear which link field to use in the traversal of occurrence lists. In the original mChaff implementation, the position of the literal was encoded in the pointer to the clause by encoding the position as the least significant bit of the pointer. Similar bit stuffing techniques were used in Limmat.
Another simple solution, as implemented in PicoSAT, is to order the pointers stored in the link fields in the same way as the two-watched-literals: the link for the occurrence list of the first watched literal in the clause is stored in the first link field and the link for the second literal in the second field. While traversing the occurrence list of a literal l, and visiting a clause, in which l is watched, we compare l with the first two literals in the clause. If l matches the first literal, then the pointer to the next clause in which l is watched is stored in the first link field, if the second matches, then in the second link field.
Special Treatment of Binary Clauses
It has been observed in [30] that for binary clauses the concept of two watched literals does not make sense. The position of the watches will never change. Furthermore, if the negation of a literal in a binary clause is propagated, then the other literal in this clause will need 7. This idea was also implemented in mChaff, but never described in the literature before. Apparently, in contrast to Allen Van Gelder [15] , the author of PicoSAT was not aware of this particular difference between mChaff and zChaff, and developed the same idea independently. to be assigned to true in any case. Dereferencing the clause is just overhead that can be avoided by saving the other literals in the occurrence lists instead of a pointer to the binary clause. This saves one pointer dereference for every visit to a binary clause.
The basic idea is shown in Fig. 5 . Here a stack is much more cache efficient. Mixing binary clause watches with ordinary watches requires bit stuffing as in MiniSAT. In PicoSAT we have separate stacks of watches for binary clauses and for larger clauses. This separation avoids bit stuffing and also allows to visit binary clauses first. Actually, binary clauses of all assigned variables are visited before any larger clause in PicoSAT.
In the Siege SAT solver [33] , this concept is extended to ternary clauses, which is a good idea to pursue, but has not been implemented in PicoSAT yet. Also note that handling ternary clauses this way, requires three watches for each ternary clause. It also increases memory usage slightly, and more severely will result in more ternary clauses being visited.
Note, clauses for which watches are "inlined" as just described, do not have to be stored unless we need them for core or proof trace generation. If PicoSAT is compiled with support for proof tracing, then this technique is not used.
PicoSAT
Our SAT solver PicoSAT [4] is an attempt to further optimize low-level performance compared to BooleForce [3] , which in turn shares many of its key features with MiniSAT 1.14 [11] . The latter is the back end of SATeLiteGTI, the winner in the industrial category of the SAT Competition'05. It uses SATeLite [10] as preprocessor. As it has been shown in [10] , most state-of-the-art solvers can benefit from such preprocessing and therefore we focus in this paper on low-level optimizations of the back end. The latest available version 2.0 of MiniSAT, which is also the one that entered the SAT'07 SAT solver competition and performed well in the industrial category, is a reimplementation of SATeLiteGTI, which integrates the algorithms of SATeLite directly into MiniSAT. Therefore, it is probably more instructive to compare PicoSAT with MiniSAT 1.14.
Decision Heuristics
The decision heuristic of PicoSAT follows ideas implemented in RSAT [32] . The decision variable is selected as in MiniSAT 1.14, which is a more dynamic and adaptive version of the original zChaff decision heuristics. While MiniSAT 1.14 always assigns the decision variable to false, RSAT [32] assigns the decision variable to the same value it has been assigned before. Initially, as long a variable has not been assigned yet, PicoSAT uses the Jeruslow-Wang heuristics [21] for selecting the phase of the decision variable. 8 . This seems to be slightly better than using the plain number of occurrences of a literal.
We contribute the success of PicoSAT in the category of satisfiable industrial instances of the SAT'07 SAT Solver Competition to the new restart and phase assignment heuristics, beside the fast and efficient low-level data structure discussed in the previous section.
Restart Schedule
Beside the list based representation of occurrence lists, as described above, PicoSAT uses an aggressive nested restart scheme, inspired by, but simpler than [23] , in combination with a more sophisticated strategy for picking the phase of decision variables. The restart strategies of RSAT [32] and TiniSAT [20] are similar.
The nested restart scheme, with pseudo-code in Fig. 6 , triggers fast restarts with a high frequency. In Fig. 7 an initial prefix of its schedule is shown. The period of fast restarts is increased by 10% after every restart until the end of the outer long period with a slow frequency. Then the long period of the outer restart interval is also increased by 10% and the fast restart interval is reset to its initial period of 100 conflicts.
In addition, to avoid revisiting the same search space over and over again, the last learned clause before a restart is fixed and never deleted. Other learned clauses are garbage collected in the reduction phase based on their activity as usual [17] . The implementation follows MiniSAT. At the end of (in our case outer ) restart interval the limit on the number of live learned clauses is increased by 5%. If this limit is hit, half of the learned clauses are discarded in a garbage collection phase. Our attempts to decouple restarts from increasing the reduce limit were not successful yet.
The 10% increment resp. the restart factor of 1.1 has been determined empirically. It produces the best results on our benchmarks. An open question is how to adapt it dynamically.
Why are Rapid Restarts Beneficial?
Our understanding why aggressive restarts as implemented in PicoSAT can speed up SAT solving considerably, particularly in the context of industrial benchmarks, is incomplete. Nevertheless we try to give some reasons.
Heavy-Tail Behavior
Industrial or structural benchmarks are large but often either easy to satisfy or to refute. Therefore randomizing the search should help the solver not to get lost in those parts of the search space that do not lead to a fast solution or refutation. This kind of heavy-tail behavior was also the motivation in the original publication on restarts [19] . Note, however that rapid restarts combined with phase saving, except for the rare occurrence of random decisions, only change the order in which decision variables are picked. of restarts is shown, where we do not differentiate between outer an inner restarts. The vertical axis denotes the number of conflicts of the restart interval, which more precisely is the number of conflicts that have to occur before the next restart is triggered. The last restart in this schedule occurs after 104408 conflicts.
Bad Decision and Propagation Order
Techniques for learned clause shrinking allow to produce shorter learned clauses. Shorter learned clauses not only need less space, but also, if clause shrinking is implemented carefully, will reduce search. Originally, implemented in JeruSAT [29] and in the 2004 version of zChaff [12] clause shrinking was based on unassigning the literals of a learned clause and then reassigning them one after the other until another conflict occurs. The resulting learned clause is often shorter than the original learned clause. The original clause shrinking technique is expensive and partially subsumed by the new conflict clause shrinking technique of MiniSAT 1.14, also implemented in PicoSAT. This new technique, also referred to as clause minimization [1] , essentially removes literals from a learned clause, by resolving recursively with clauses of the implication graph.
In any case, the effectiveness of clause shrinking resp. minimization in practice shows, that current SAT solvers are far away from picking good decisions and good propagation paths. Restarts help the SAT solver to recover from these mistakes. After a restart the SAT solver can choose better decision variables, even if they are just picked in a different order, and propagate those decisions and their implied assignments more effectively. Rapid restarts thus simulate conflict clause shrinking.
Locality through Phase Saving
Most state-of-the-art solvers implement a conflict-driven assignment loop [25] , which after learning a unit clause, enforces backtracking to the top-level. It was observed in [7, 31] that not only units are learned quite frequently, but also that these units often break the top level formula into disconnected components. If a component becomes satisfied and a new unit is learned the satisfying assignment is erased unless either the component is detected and the assignment explicitly saved as in CompSAT [7] or by simply always assigning a decision variable to its previously assigned value as in RSAT [31] and PicoSAT. In [31] it has been argued that disconnected components are also produced deeper in the search tree. Saving and reusing the phase will also help to speed up search in these cases.
Saving phases turbo charges restarts. First the search will almost continue where it stopped, unless a random decision is triggered. Furthermore, the same set of clauses is visited, which increases cache efficiency. Additionally we conjecture that rapid restarts combined with phase saving increases the likelihood that the other watched literal is true while visiting a clause.
Proofs
Another important feature of modern SAT solvers is their ability to produce proof traces [40, 18, 13, 36, 22, 16] . Earlier work on generating more verbose resolution proofs but without experiments can be found in [14] .
These proof traces are used in many applications. For instance, in declarative modeling or product configuration [34, 37] an inconsistent specification corresponds to an unsatisfiable problem instance. From a proof trace it is possible to extract a justification why the specification is erroneous. In the context of model checking proofs are used for abstraction refinement [27] . Given an abstract counter example, which can not be concretized, assume that the failed attempt to concretize the counter example has a refutation proof generated by a SAT solver. Then the refinement consists of adding additional constraints that can either be traced back to clauses that are used in a refutation, the clausal core, or to variables contained in these clauses, the variable core. In approximative image computation, or more general in over approximation of quantifier elimination, a resolution proof obtained from a proof trace allows to generate interpolants [26] .
Proofs are important for certification through proof checking [40, 18, 13, 16] or just simply for testing of SAT solvers. In these two applications, a proof object does not actually have to be generated. In principle, the proof checker can check the proof during the SAT run, by inductively showing that each learned clause is implied by the original clauses and all previously learned clauses. As it has been argued in [18, 16] and also independently implemented in Limmat [6] , this check just requires unit propagation as long SAT solvers do not use more sophisticated BCP during SAT solving.
In order to trace a proof we need to save learned clauses together with their lists of antecedents that were used to derive them [40, 18] either on disk or in memory. The result is an acyclic clause graph with original clauses as leafs and the empty clause as one root assuming a refutation has been produced. In this case the clausal core is made of the original clauses reachable from the root. Since this graph traversal can not be started before the empty clause has been learned, in general, all learned clauses together with their antecedents have to be saved.
PicoSAT's predecessor BooleForce [3] has already been able to keep the proof trace in memory, which greatly improves performance in applications, where clausal or variable cores or a proof trace have to be produced frequently. 9 . In these applications in-memory proof traces are an order of magnitude more efficient than writing traces to disk and reading them back as it is necessary for proof logging versions of zChaff and MiniSAT.
Garbage Collecting Learned Clause during Proof Trace Generation
Since proof traces of SAT solvers can grow very large, we employed two techniques to reduce space usage. First, clauses that become satisfied and never were used in deriving a conflict can safely be deleted. In principle, one could even go further and use reference counters for learned clauses. Clauses which are not referenced anymore can also be deleted. In our experience, even just using such a "used" flag as an over approximation of proper reference counting already allows to remove many clauses.
Compressing Antecedents by Delta Encoding
Another size reduction is achieved by sorting clause indices of antecedents of learned clauses, and then compressing them by just storing the deltas, followed by a simple byte stream encoding. In this encoding the most significant bit of a byte denotes the end of a delta, as in the binary AIGER format [2] . In practice we obtain compression ratios close to one byte per antecedent.
As example consider a learned clause with antecedents 100, 500, and 501. These clause ids are already sorted, the delta which we need to save are 100, 400, and 1. The first delta 9 . See for instance [8] .
fits in 7 bits and is encoded as one byte with value 100. The second delta needs two bytes 244 = (500 % 128) | 128 and 3 = (500 / 128) similarly the third delta also just needs one byte. Together with a zero sentinel, the antecedents of this clause are thus encoded with the 5-byte sequence 100, 244, 3, 1, 0. Using 4 bytes for each antecedent and the sentinel would lead to 16 bytes. In practice the antecedents of learned clauses tend to contain many recently learned clauses, thus improving locality and increasing efficiency of delta encoding. In order to use delta encoding we require clause ids, in form of a unique integer identifier for each clause. It could be argued that clause ids are an overhead if one is only interested in cores. These ids have to be mapped to learned clauses and vice versa. However, when dumping proof traces such ids have to be generated anyhow. In addition, our compression techniques save much more space than what these ids consume. Finally, PicoSAT only uses clause ids if during initialization it is instructed to trace proofs.
Sorting Antecedents for Resolution Proof Generation
The fact that ids are reordered seems to be contra-productive to some applications that actually need to generate a resolution proof, such as certification [14] , testing of SAT solvers, and generation of interpolants [26] . The problem is that generating an actual resolution proof requires to order the antecedents of each learned clause in such a way that they can be resolved in sequence to form a regular input resolution proof, called trivial proof in [1] , of the learned clause.
We developed a tool TraceCheck [5] , which is now part of the BooleForce source distribution, to solve this problem. It reads a proof trace, and reorders the antecedents of all learned clauses, in order to check the trace by resolution steps, or to dump a resolution proof. The first version produced a regular input resolution for each learned clause directly by reverse resolution steps. The current implementation simply uses unit propagation as described in [18] and independently implemented in Limmat [6] and recently refined in [16] to sort the antecedents.
In details, the algorithm in TraceCheck works as follows. First, the antecedent graph is sorted globally and checked for cycles. Then the antecedents of each individual derived clause have to be reordered. Its antecedents are watched and the negation of the literals in the derived clause are assumed. Then these units are propagated until an empty clause under the current assignment is found. If no empty clause is generated, then the derived clause can not be resolved with regular input resolution using the given antecedents as input clauses.
We use a variable trail, on which assigned variables are stored for backtracking purposes. It is also used to record the order in which variables are assigned. The trail is traversed in reverse chronological order. If an assignment of a variable has been forced by an antecedent clause then this clause is put next in the resolution order. Thus the antecedents are sorted in reverse order how they are used as "reasons". This order can be used to resolve the target clause from the antecedents through regular input resolution from the clause that became empty. Regularity of the proof, which means that variables are resolved at most once, is the key and naturally follows from the fact that during unit propagation a variable is not assigned twice.
Unused antecedents are simply not resolved at all. This allows the proof generator to use super-sets of those antecedents that are needed. This simplifies proof-generation in more complex situations [36, 22] without sacrifying correctness and the ability to produce resolution proofs out of proof traces. In principle, with a quadratic blow-up, this relaxation also allows to simulate [18] , the internal proof checker in Limmat, and the RUP format of [16] . This is the setup we used in the certification track of the SAT'07 SAT solver competition for the version of PicoSAT that was most successful in producing certificates for large industrial formulas. The effectiveness of PicoSAT was of course harmed by the requirement to generate resolutions proofs, consisting of individual resolution steps. These resolution proofs are usually orders of magnitude larger than their proof traces, though admittedly, checking them is much easier.
Experiments
In the experiments we used the same setup and the same benchmark set as in the SAT Race'06 [35] . Our cluster has 15 identical computing nodes, with Pentium IV 3 GHz CPUs, 2 GB of main memory, running Ubuntu Linux. The set of 100 benchmarks can be considered as typical structural industrial benchmarks. We used version 535 of PicoSAT which is the same that entered the SAT'07 SAT Solver Competition.
PicoSAT can be compiled to either use a stack based or list based occurrence list implementation. It is also possible to use a more compact representation of binary clauses as in [30] . These two features are independent and together with a version that generates proof traces in memory results in five versions of PicoSAT. These versions and their acronyms are explained in the caption of Tab. 2 and the overall results are documented in Tab. 1.
The performance gain of the list based implementations is in the same order as the speed-up that can be obtained by treating binary clauses as in [30] . A detailed comparison 
Discussion
Using optimized data structures for watches gives a considerable benefit. There is a large difference between stack based occurrence lists stack and the list based implementation list2 which in addition also uses special data structures for binary watches. This result is confirmed by the scatter plot in Fig. 8 .
To make sure that the search space of all different occurrence list implementations is the same we checked that the number of decisions, conflicts, propagations and visits are the same in all versions.
The experiments also reveal, that optimizing the low-level representation of occurrence lists is not always beneficial, even though identical search trees are traversed. For highly constrained benchmarks of a more combinatorial nature with rather few variables, the classical stack based implementation turns out to be faster. Examples are the benchmarks from the goldb and grieu suite.
Since we have precisely the same overall behavior with the stack and the list based implementation it made sense to profile one run against the other. Using different seeds for the random number generator would have made such a comparison very difficult. Profiling Table 2 . PicoSAT on the SAT Race'06 benchmarks, with a time limit of 900 seconds, and a space limit of 1.5 GB. Column list2 uses a list based implementation for watched literal lists as in mChaff and treats binary clauses in a special way [30] . 
861.74 ---734.97 849.87 703.03 Figure 9 . Run-times without restarts are shown on the horizontal axis and are compared to the run-times for the base case list2 on the vertical axis.
revealed that in these instances the largest amount of time is still spent in BCP. But a non negligible portion of the run time is spent disconnecting satisfied or less active clauses. Another observation can be made with respect to disabling various features of PicoSAT. As Fig. 9 shows the performance of PicoSAT degrades considerably with less restarts or no restarts at all. Restarts really seems to be a must. This conclusion only applies to industrial, highly structured instances. Our experience with combinatorial instances is the opposite and suggests to adapt the restart schedule dynamically.
However, as a comparison of Fig. 8 with Fig. 9 shows, the results of these experiments have to be interpreted very carefully, because these versions of PicoSAT traverse different parts of the search space and SAT solvers show chaotic behavior if heuristics are only changed slightly. In addition, as explained before, restarts are closely related to the limit on the number of live clauses. If for instance restarts are disabled, then the limit on the number of live learned clauses is kept constant to the initial reduce limit, which in PicoSAT 535 is chosen as one fourth of the number of original clauses of at least length 3. Table 5 . In further experiments we disabled various features of PicoSAT to measure their impact on performance. The setup is the same as in Tab 2. In the base case, the fastest version of the previous experiments, which is list2, we target 1% random decisions but always stick to the phase selection heuristics discussed above. The time point, when to pick a random decision, is randomized and also which variable to choose. Picking the phase randomly, even just once in a while, seems to degrade performance. In a second experiment (norandom) we did not use any random decisions. In the third experiment (restart2) we increased the inner and outer restart interval less aggressively by a factor of 2 as in [20] . Finally restarts are disabled (norestart). In figure Fig. 10 we show the overhead in memory usage for generating and keeping proof traces in memory. The overhead is on average a factor of 5 with a median of 2.6.
Deterministic Behavior
In order to measure the impact of low-level optimizations of a SAT solver precisely, it is necessary to enforce deterministic behavior, unless a huge number of experiments can be afforded. More specifically, we instrumented PicoSAT to dump statistics including the number of generated conflicts, decisions and propagations to a log file and checked with a script automatically, that all five versions (stack, list, stack2, list2, and trace) produce the same numbers.
Making PicoSAT deterministic with respect to enabling or disabling low-level optimizations turned out to be rather difficult. On one hand we already implemented our own simple floating point code for handling activity scores before. Using native C floating point numbers, as in MiniSAT, produces different decision trees for different compilers, compiler versions and different levels of optimizations, even on the same machine. Producing deterministic behavior when switching between stacks and lists was not hard to achieve. Initially, disabling or enabling special treatment of binary clauses, produced quite different search trees. The first necessary adjustment was to base the reduction schedule for garbage collection of learned clauses on the number of large clauses alone and to ignore binary clauses. For instance, delaying reduction by one conflict alone can already change the search tree dramatically. We also had to make sure that during the analysis phase in backtracking the implication graph is traversed in precisely the same order.
Since PicoSAT picks a random decision once in a while, another alternative would have been to repeat the experiments with different seeds for the random number generator. We decided against this alternative, in order to precisely measure the impact of the optimizations by just comparing two runs.
Simplification: Removing Satisfied Clauses
Originally, we implemented the same algorithm as MiniSAT [11] for disconnecting watched clauses which became satisfied or garbage during a reduction process. This algorithm is a linear search through the whole stack respectively list of clauses for a certain literal and removes individual clauses. It obviously has a quadratic accumulated worst case complexity in the number of clauses to be disconnected.
An improvement would be to use doubly linked lists. However, this only works for our list based implementation, would require two more link fields in the clause header, and would penalize the stack based implementation in an unfair manner in the comparison. The alternative, which we eventually implemented, simply delays disconnecting individual clauses as soon a clause becomes garbage. After all garbage clauses are marked the collection phase is started, which goes through all occurrence lists respectively stacks of all literals only once and removes references to garbage clauses.
Still, as the comparison of the profiles revealed, flushing the references to garbage clauses as in the stack based implementation is much faster than traversing lists in our new implementation. We believe that this effect is due to the fact that in the list based implementation touching the larger headers of the clauses with their two link fields is less cache friendly than just traversing the stack and skipping references to clauses marked garbage. In the latter case only one word of each clause needs to be read while in the former at least three: one containing the garbage flag, at least one literal to determine the correct link field, and the link field.
Conclusion
This article describes the SAT solver PicoSAT, including a new restart policy. A detailed experimental analysis of different data structures for occurrence lists is presented. It is shown, that optimizing on this low-level has a large impact on the performance of a SAT solver. The experimental results are more robust compared to previous work since the heuristics do not change. Identical search spaces are traversed in all versions. The usage of real occurrence lists instead of stacks has not been evaluated in the literature before. Another contribution is a technique for compressing proof traces, which allows the SAT solver to keep proof traces in memory.
